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In paper [l] Rumiantsev proves a theorem whereby the stability of the equi- 
librium position of a hollow body filled with two homogeneous nonmixing 
liquids with surface tension property, Is guaranteed If the functional 

F = V + US + up, + ~2~62, v=v,+ 
-1 Tf 

has an Isolated minimum F. for the equlllbrlum position. 

Here V Is the potential energy of the external forces applied to the 
body (Vo) and liquids; 71 2 7a are the volumes occupied by the first and 
second liquids, respectively; S Is the Interface area of the liquids; 
u, are the areas of contact of the liquids with the cavity wall; 0, al, ,":' 
are the corresponding coefficients of surface tension; PI, pa are the den- 
sitles, Pl' Pa - 

A necessary condition for a minimum in the functional F la that It has 
a weak minimum. The present paper gives sufficient conditions for a weak 
minimum In F when the body has the form of a heavy phyblcal pendulum with 
a cylindrical cavity filled with two heavy liquids. Here the problem of a 
weak minimum in F reduces to finding the conditlonti of a minimum In the 
function G of the body's coordinates. Such a device was employed by 
Pozharitskll c2] In solving a similar minimum problem for a body containing 
a liquid devoid of surface tension. 

Let there be an equlllbrlum position at which the Interface of the liquids 
lies at a finite distance from the end faces of the cavity and intersects 
the side walls, which will be assumed vertical for simplicity. The heavier 
liquid occupies the lower part of the cavity. 

We introduce the stationary coordinate axes nLy,zl as follows: the axle 
z1 is directed upward along the vertical, 
and x1 Is orthogonal to the plane z,y, . 
with the solid portion of the pendulum are: 

~~;8~;~e,,y;l~~: tgaxy~~~j 

wall, the x-axis in the plane of swing, 
the z-ax18 parallel to the cavity 

and the y-axis coincident with yl. 

To abbreviate our notation we introduce the notation 

af fx=z, 
(1 -+ fL2U) LI - fl, Xfl, 1/c, 

OX (fJ= ,1/I $ ;;,& fi,; 
px (5) = 

(1 + fl, : -t f&P 
(i = ‘I? I), (SY) 
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1. Let us indicate the method of obtaining the function G . In the 
equilibrium position the interface I - 30(x, p) is determined from Equation 

g (PI - P2) fo - a <i@"&JJ, + I@" (fO)l,,I = const = e, if) 

with the boundary condition 

along the fine I of Intersection of the cavity walls with the plane XY . 
Let the body be 5nclined at a small angle 6 from the equilibrium posi- 

tion. The equation of the Interface 2 = fl(G Y, 6). for which 6F = 0 
for a fixed ,6 , 

&!h- p&(fi co9 @ - t sin 6) - a {PX,(f,)lx + I@ (fdl,, = const = c1 (2) 
with the boundary condition 

dy d.r 
@"ul)~-wfl~~ 

3.J -- !%I 
=--e 

GI 

Let us suppose that. fo(Z, Yi and ,fi(z,y,6) are single-valued functions 
of their coordinates with bounded derivatives , and that the differences 
(fl - fO)V (/1,x 
-fi. 

- f,,,), (f,,, - j,,,!,) are small for small 6, or, more precisely, 

We must now prove that the functional F has a weak minimum for a fixed 
6 if the interface is given by Equation (2). To do this we can make use 
of the second variation of F . 

The functional F clearly depends on 6 and on the shape of the inter- 
;a,re ; ; j&*/I * As our nteasure of the Inclination of the Interface we 

I.e. Its displacement along the z-axis. Assuming C and 
Its derlvatlvedt~ be small and 6, to be fixed, we obtain the following 
expression for the second variation: 

Here (0) is a region of area 0 bounded by the curve A . Usually G' 
also includes a curvilinear Integral over A . In our case this integral is 
lacking due to the shape of the cavity and the choice of the measure of 
inclination. 

It is clear that 

This la 'sufficient In order for 
a fixed 4,. since 

F to have a minimum G(8)= F@,f,) for 

F(@*f)- G (6) = 8’JF + fi$s grad? 6 da CP -+=I', 

(Qt 
We choose F: > 0 such that 8 -C K/2 is fulfilled for 

/ maxfQ) f-L i;?,) < r 

Then 
F (6, j) - G (6) > $ K \ (;’ -t_ grad' c)K? > (1 

ch, 
This enables us to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem The functional F has an isolated minimum F. if and 
only if the function C(6) has an Isolated minimum FO . 

The proof here is similar to that given in c31. 

Sufficiency Let G > FO for *#(I; since F(tt. !I > C(6) 
for all 6 and ~E#E 0, thin certainly F > Fc~ provided at least one of 
the two following conditions is fulfilled: fi+b, <+O. 
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Kecesslty I Let F> Fe for all positions of the system close 
t3 the equ2librium position. Then G z PO as well, since the position of 
the svctem described by the interface .? = .fI and the small angle fk#O is 

2, We can now derive the condition for a minimum in G by using the 
Quadratic portion of the increment I: - F. To do this, we break down the 
latter intb two parts, 

G- F,= h,F-I-A$ 

Here a,.p is the Increment in F when the system as a single solid body 
is inclined at the angle @ ~ and &F = - daF is the increment in F upon 
displacement of the interface from the position r = .fO to the PoSitton 
2 = 41 8 i.e. for CL= II--f0 . 

The equation for 6, is obtained by subtracting (1) from (2) and retain- 
ing only terms of the first order uf smallness In 29 and C1 

a dx 
Px (&) x - py 6) df 

-_=o 

To compute C1 -C,, we integrate (3) over the region (0) 

(the integral. of C 
bility of liquids). 

ovep (0) is equal to zero by virtue of the inComPPessi- 

It is clear that in the expression for baF we cm replace fI by fO 
by virtue oC the assumptions #de a8 regards their closeness. 

Multiplying (3) by 6X and In%z?grating over the region fnf , we obtain 

In Equation (3) we can make the substitution 61= ti (5, slfl ’ fmen 

In order for & to have a mfnfmum, it is sufPicli?nt that 

(4) 

Here N ZS the maas and r, the coordinate of the center of m%sa of the 
entire system in %lie equiZibrium position. 

With u rQI'fLa'O) the qu%ntity cp %nd condition (4) are as follow%: 

i.e. they coincide with the analogous condition obtained In [2]. 

In the particular case where the cavity is a circular cylinder of r%&Tua 
R , the axis of the cavity passes through the point of attachment, and 
al- aa , conditZon (4) can be written in finite form 

Here X,(X.!?) Is a modified Bessel Eunctlon. 
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